Transcranial Color Coded Duplex Sonography Findings in Stroke Patients Undergoing Rehabilitation: An Observational Study
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Abstract

Background Transcranial color-coded duplex sonography (TCCD) provides information on intracranial blood flow status in stroke patients and can predict rehabilitation outcomes.

Objective This study aimed to assess middle cerebral artery (MCA) parameters using TCCD in MCA territory stroke patients admitted for rehabilitation and correlate with clinical outcome measures.

Materials and Methods Patients aged 18 to 65 years with a first MCA territory stroke, within 6 months of onset were recruited. The clinical outcome scales and TCCD parameters were assessed at both admission and discharge. The scales used were the Scandinavian stroke scale (SSS), Barthel Index (BI), modified Rankin Scale (mRS), Fugl–Meyer upper extremity scale (FMA-UE), modified motor assessment scale (mMAS) scores. TCCD parameters measured were MCA peak systolic, end diastolic, mean flow velocities (MFV), and index of symmetry (SI) and were correlated with clinical scores.

Results Fourteen patients were recruited with median age of 56.5 years, median duration of stroke was 42.5 days. Mean flow velocities of affected and unaffected MCA were 46.2 and 50.7 cm/s, respectively. Flow velocities and SI did not change between the two assessments. There was significant improvement in clinical outcome scores at discharge. Significant correlation was observed for patient group with SI > 0.9 at admission with FMA-UE, SSS, and BI scores at discharge (p < 0.05).

Conclusion Flow velocity parameters did not change during in-patient rehabilitation. Patients with symmetric flow at admission had improved clinical outcomes measure scores at discharge. Thus SI can predict rehabilitation outcomes in stroke survivors.
Introduction

Conventional clinical predictors of stroke include age, risk factors, severity of stroke at onset, presence of proximal, and distal upper limb recovery in acute poststroke period, presence of aphasia at onset of stroke, and hemispatial neglect.\(^1\) Lesion size on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and the presence of subcortical strokes involving the corticospinal tracts are related with poor outcome.\(^2\)

Coupling of blood flow to neuronal activity (neurovascular coupling) is detected with functional MRI (fMRI), transcranial Doppler, and functional near-infrared spectroscopy.\(^3\) Clinical predictors may lack the sensitivity to predict subtle changes of neuroplasticity and the commonly used neuroimaging tools may be unsuitable due to constraints in resource availability.\(^3\)

Transcranial Doppler (TCD) and transcranial color-coded duplex (TCCD) sonography enable detection of intracranial vessels blood flow and are intuitively suited to study sequelae of cerebrovascular disease.\(^4\) Studies have shown good inter and intraobserver reliability of the techniques.\(^4,5\) TCCD is inexpensive in comparison to other neuroimaging tools, noninvasive, portable, and readily available in clinical practice. The present study was aimed to evaluate findings of TCCD sonography for middle cerebral artery (MCA) territory infarcts in patients undergoing stroke rehabilitation and to correlate TCCD sonography findings with patients’ clinical outcome measures. This study used TCCD and not TCD which is the most commonly used tool to obtain intracranial flow velocities. The advantages of TCD over TCCD include higher sensitivity for blood flow detection due to dedicated Doppler function, ability to conduct autoregulation studies, and the availability of normative data for velocities detected with TCD. While we describe absolute velocities obtained on TCCD, we also used the symmetry index which can circumvent reliance on absolute velocity values.

Materials and Methods

The study population included male and female patients aged between 18 and 65 years admitted in the rehabilitation wards within 6 months of onset of a first MCA infarct. The patients with recurrent stroke, venous stroke, intracerebral or subarachnoid hemorrhage, past history of lesion localized to the central nervous system, and those with global aphasia were not included. Institute Ethical Committee clearance was obtained for the study.

Study Tools

1. Clinical outcome measures used at the time of admission and discharge were as follows:
   - Fugl-Meyer upper extremity scale (FMA-UE): we limited the use of this scale to the motor subset in the present study, with a maximum of 66 points.\(^6\)
   - Scandinavian stroke scale (SSS): it is a nine-item scale with a maximum score of 58 and has been used to measure disability or evaluate prognosis of stroke patients.\(^7\)
   - Modified motor assessment scale (mMAS): it is a measure of upper, lower limb, and trunk function and assesses motor recovery. It covers six domains and is scored on a 7-point scale from 0–6 with a total score of 48.\(^8,9\)
   - The modified Rankin scale (mRS): it measures the degree of disability or dependence in the daily activities of people who have suffered stroke.\(^8,9\)
   - The Barthel index (BI): it is an ordinal scale used to measure performance in activities of daily living (ADL), with higher scores signifying greater degree of independence.\(^8,9\)

2. TCCD sonographic assessment: parameters measured were listed below:
   - Peak systolic velocity of MCA.
   - End diastolic velocity of MCA.
   - Mean flow velocity calculated using the formula: MCA mean flow velocity = \(\frac{1}{3}\) MCA peak systolic velocity = \(\frac{1}{3}\) MCA end diastolic velocity.
   - Index of symmetry (SI) calculated as the ratio of mean flow velocity of affected hemisphere and mean flow velocity of unaffected hemisphere.

Methods

The TCCD scan was performed on the day of admission and at time of discharge from rehabilitation unit. The patient was made to lie supine for 5 minutes. A low-frequency 2.5-MHz transducer was used. The probe was placed along the temporal window (along the orbitomeatal line) and B-mode imaging was used to identify gross intracranial landmarks. Color flow imaging was used to identify intracranial vessels. The MCA is identified as the vessel with flow toward the probe and emerging from the internal carotid artery, at a depth of 4 to 6 cm from the surface. Doppler mode was used to determine peak systolic velocity and end diastolic velocity. Measurements were made for both hemispheres sequentially.

All the patients were given customized rehabilitation sessions. A rehabilitation session consisted of physical and occupational therapy, speech therapy, and neuropsychology sessions.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with Stata software. Comparison of clinical outcome measures and TCCD parameters at admission and discharge was done with Wilcoxon’s matched-pair signed-rank test. For comparison between two groups of patients, that is, those with SI < 0.9 and those with SI < 0.9, Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test (Mann–Whitney two-sample statistics) was applied.

Results

A total of 17 patients satisfied inclusion criteria. Of these, three had inadequate bone window, and thus 14 patients were included. There were 11 men and median age of
patients was 56.5 years. The study had 8 patients with left MCA territory infarcts and 11 patients had cortical strokes. Nine patients had SI value greater than 0.9.

► Table 1 shows the demographic data, TCCD parameters, and clinical outcome measures at admission and at discharge. ► Table 2 shows the comparison of scores at discharge between two groups of patients, group 1 with SI value of \( \leq 0.9 \) at admission, and group 2 with SI \(< 0.9 \) at admission.

### Discussion

We recorded MCA flow velocity with TCCD sonography at admission and discharge from rehabilitation unit. Three (17.6%) out of a total of 17 recruited patients had poor acoustic window. This is comparable with published evidence which puts the percentage of inadequate acoustic window between 10 and 15%.10 Median duration of symptoms at admission was 42.5 days which indicates subacute stroke. This is the time period where the effects of plasticity and rehabilitation interventions can positively change patient outcomes. Eight patients (57%) had left hemisphere infarcts while remaining had right hemispheric.

The change in clinical outcome measures between admission and discharge is statistically significant for BI, FMA-UE, SSS, mMAS, and mRS scale scores. This can be considered to be the mixed effect of natural progression of recovery (plasticity) and in-patient rehabilitation program. Mean flow velocities of patients were in the normative range.

However, normative data of MCA mean flow velocities is predominantly from TCD studies. TCD probes are more sensitive to pick up flow signals; however, TCCD is advantageous in terms of the ability to use angle-correction on detected velocities. Angle correction function in TCCD changes mean flow velocity values by up to 45.9%.12 In our study, we did not use angle correction to align our methods with TCD studies.

There were no statistically significant difference in mean flow velocities between admission and discharge which is consistent with findings by an earlier study. Occluded MCAs
have also been shown to recanalize after 2 weeks of stroke.\textsuperscript{13} Hence, flow velocities may not be ideal parameters to glean information on poststroke outcomes for study populations in subacute and chronic settings. To address this issue, we incorporated an index of symmetric flow. In published literature, the MCA asymmetry indices are described with the use of terms left and right. We did not utilize the standard MCA laterality index due to a lack of clarity in the definition of the index with respect to laterality.\textsuperscript{14} Hence we used a ratio (SI) obtained by dividing the mean flow velocity of MCA of affected hemisphere with MCA mean flow velocity of unaffected side. This is similar to the approach followed by Brint et al.\textsuperscript{15} There was no statistically significant change in the SI between the two time points in our study.

We observed a positive correlation between the SI at admission and clinical outcome measures such as the BI, SSS, and FMA-UE at discharge. This finding may suggest that symmetry in flow velocities between the affected and unaffected hemisphere at admission is predictive of functional outcome after rehabilitation.

A study by Treger et al in 2005 reported that greater flow velocities of contralesional hemisphere were associated with poor outcome at discharge.\textsuperscript{16} Same group reported contrasting findings in a study in 2010 where blood flow in the contralesional hemisphere was associated with functional improvement.\textsuperscript{17} Brint et al in a TCD study observed that the risk of stroke was greater with asymmetry of flow.\textsuperscript{15} Han et al described a novel index of asymmetry incorporating flow velocity and pulsatility index to predict stroke outcomes.\textsuperscript{14} The fMRI studies indicate that symmetric blood flow between the two hemispheres and return of activity to affected cortex is associated with improved outcomes for stroke patients and is a marker of recovery and rehabilitation effect.\textsuperscript{18} Thus the available literature on studies recording blood flow indicates that symmetric activity of two hemispheres is associated with better functional outcome. Our study demonstrates this observation using TCCD and shows that TCCD can be used as a cost-effective method to predict outcomes of rehabilitation. TCD studies done in the acute setting have shown that MCA mean flow velocities less than 30 cm/s relate to poor functional outcome. Absent flow in the affected MCA is predictive of mortality following stroke.\textsuperscript{19} In addition to prognostication, TCCD/TCD can be used as a functional imaging tool and an assessment modality for the effect of interventions. For such applications, MCA velocities are measured during the performance of a motor or cognitive task. Such studies are based on the phenomenon of neuromuscular coupling.\textsuperscript{3} A study by Béné et al measured MCA flow velocities after simulating mirror therapy in healthy patients. They reported significant increase in mean flow velocity after the task TCD.\textsuperscript{20}

Despite promising uses, not many TCD studies have been conducted in rehabilitation setups. It is a specialized tool and may not be accessible to rehabilitation units. In such a scenario, TCCD might be more feasible in centers where phased array probes are available. However, the learning curve, time taken to perform TCCD scans, interest, and requisite training in the technique are some of the important challenges in conducting TCCD studies in rehabilitation units.

**Conclusion**

The use of TCCD sonography in a rehabilitation setting with stroke survivors is feasible. All patients showed functional improvements. Flow velocities did not change over the course of in-patient rehabilitation. There was a positive correlation between the SI and functional outcome scores. This finding gives direction toward the potential use of TCCD as an additional prognostic tool for stroke survivors.
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